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Abstract—Effective scheduling algorithm to reduce total completion time and promote resource 
utilization with load  balancing in a  grid  computing  environment  is required.    Scheduling  tasks on  
heterogeneous machines distributed over a grid system proves to be an NP complete problem. Many 
algorithms have been developed to counter this problem by researchers. However, it is obvious that, task 
selection is a key challenge to these heuristics. For this reason, a substantial enhancement in the 
computational efficacy of the algorithm might be welcome.  In this paper, a new batch mode scheduling 
algorithm (MinExt) is proposed. The intent is to reduce the total completion time (makespan), utilization 
of idle resources and load balance. To achieve this, the proposed algorithm made an initial task queue, 
we collects the Average Completion Time (Act) of all tasks, then for all tasks greater than Act is 
scheduled first and follow by the set of tasks less than or equal to the Act. Our simulation results 
indicate that the algorithm minimizes total completion time and utilizes the idle resources effectively 
with load balancing in comparing to other algorithms. 

Keywords:  Grid  Scheduling,  Proposed  Scheduling  Algorithm,  Makespan,  Resource  Utilization,  Load 
Balance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Grid computing system [1] are novel technology for building high-speed computing environment in 
which heterogeneous, homogeneous, distributed and dynamically resources integrated across the world 
through networks. A computational grid is a group of heterogeneous processors, and machines feast through 
several administrative fields with the intention of providing managers easy contact to these machines. It 
allows virtualization of dispersed computing and data machines such as processors, network bandwidth 
and storage volume to make a particular system [2]. Figure 1 depicts key steps in grid scheduling. 

Grid Task scheduling had turned into major research aims, seeing as direct influences for performance of 
grid applications. It's described as the course of choosing the best resource for a suitable task. Grid task 
scheduling is a joint module of computing that efficiently uses the idle time of machines [3, 4]. Allocation 
strategy [5] is done in two categories; immediate and batch mode heuristics. In immediate mode, task is 
represented on a resource as quickly as it reaches the scheduler. While in Batch mode heuristics, tasks are not 
allocated on the resources as they reach; instead, they are collected into a set that is inspected for allocation at 
prescribe periods called mapping events. This paper considers a static batch mode scheduling algorithm. 

The major contribution of this paperwork is to devise a new batch mode scheduling algorithm that is 
efficient for mapping independent tasks with the intensification of minimizing makespan, maximizing average 
resource utilization rate and loads balanced. The concept of the algorithm relies on Average completion time. 
A condition for mapping tasks to their paramount resources is considered, this enhances the efficiency of grid 
computing system environment. 

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the related works along with several well- known 
scheduling policies. In Section 3, a new batch mode scheduling algorithm (MinExt) is proposed. Section 4 
describes experimental setup, results and discussion. Finally, a Section 5 presents conclusions while Section 6 
gave references. 
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On the other hand, researchers presented interesting extensions to traditional Min-Min, known as Quality of 
Service (QoS). In [19] He et al., being the first that proposes a QoS guided MinMin heuristic, which guarantees 
QoS requirements by certain tasks while minimizing the makespan at the same time. The aim of this algorithm 
is that, some tasks may need more network bandwidth to exchange a large amount of data among processors, 
while others can satisfy with low network bandwidth. Hence, the task that required a high bandwidth will be 
assigned to resource that produces more network bandwidth. Singh & Suri [20] present QoS based Min-Min and 
Max-Min switcher algorithm for scheduling in Grid system. As Sharma & Bansal considered QoS in two forms; 
Computational based, and Communication based in [4] for details. Devipriya et al in [21] for cloud computing 
among others. 

Meanwhile, other researchers put more effort on load balancing. Load Balanced Min-Min (LBMM) 
Algorithm for Static Meta-Task scheduling that applied Min-Min is the first step and rescheduled tasks from the 
most loaded machines to the idle or fewer loaded machines whose makespan is less in comparison to the loaded 
machines by Kokilavani et al. [22], Alharbi in [3] considered average completion time to find the greatest loaded 
machine and reschedule some of its tasks to fewer loaded machines. Then, Minal et al. [23] with Kfatheen 
et al. [24] present similar concept. 

Moreover, some researchers believed that hybridizing Min-Min to Max-Min, which considers tasks with 
greatest execution time for mapping at first, contrary to Min-Min will yield a reasonable benefit to overcome 
the drawback of Min-Min. Etminani and Naghibzadeh presented selective algorithm in [25], Parsa et al. [26] 
introduced Resource Aware Scheduling Algorithm (RASA). In this algorithm, Min-Min is applied when the 
number of available machines is odd; otherwise Max-min is applied. Then, Gupta & Singh [27] have also 
proposed switcher algorithm that chooses between the two algorithms under a prescribed condition. 

From all their viewed efforts, MinMin heuristic is commonly used by the community to solve scheduling 
problems. On the other hand, their solution shows that, mapping tasks to their best resources is an important 
challenge to this heuristic. For these reasons, a significant improvement in the computational efficiency of the 
algorithm could be welcome. 

NOTATIONS                    NOTATION DEFINITION 

MinExt                         Min-Min Scheduling Algorithm Extension 

Act                               Average completion time 

MinECT                    Minimum Execution Completion Time 

Ti                                 Meta-task Id of meta-task i 

Rj                                 Resource Id of resource j 

Ci,j                               Completion time for meta-task i on resource j 

Xi,j                               Execution time for meta-task i on resource j 

Rj                                 Ready time of j 

RU                               Resource Utilization 

MT                               Meta-Tasks 

Avgru                           Average resource utilization 

LB                                Load Balancing 

FIG                                    figure 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The following assumptions have taken, in this paper: 

1) The experiments are carried out in a heterogeneous environment. 

2) There is no priority among the meta-tasks / resources. Meanwhile, the meta-tasks / resources are independent 
of each other. 

3) There is no deadline for the meta-tasks/resource. 

4) Data sets are known prior. 

III.  PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The performance of Min-Min Grid scheduling algorithm gave the worst result in the case where a number of 
light tasks are more than the heavy ones, that is, a situation where a number of lighter tasks exceeded that 
of the heavier tasks, in this case max-min does better by executing lighter tasks concurrently with the heavy 
tasks. Moreover, since Min-Min algorithm attempts to assign the lighter tasks before heavy ones, it gives best 
makespan compare to Max-Min on a case where heavy tasks are much more than lighter ones. We present 
our proposed algorithm in FIGURE  II.  Firstly,  all the  tasks  are  sorted  in  non-decreasing  order.  This  
means  tasks  with minimum completion time are in the front and task with maximum completion time in the 
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rear of the queue. Secondly, like traditional Min-Min, computes the completion time of all tasks on available 
resources and obtain their average. After that, the resource  is chosen according to the proper condition. For all 
tasks greater than Act is scheduled first and follow by the set of tasks less than or equal to the Act. 

 
Proposed Scheduling Algorithm 
 
1.     Sort all tasks in MT in non-decreasing order 
2.     While there are tasks in MT 
3.        For all submitted tasks in the set; Ti 
4.             For all resources; Rj 
5.               Calculate completion time (CTij) = xtij + rtj; (for each task in all resources) 
6.                  Find the Average CTij (Act) 
7.                     For all tasks completion time 
8.                       Schedule tasks greater than the Act. First 
9.                     Schedule tasks less than or equal to the Act. 
10.                Remove the task from the set 
11.           Update ready time (rtj) of the selected resource Rj 
12.     Update ctij for all Ti 
13.   End While 

 
FIGURE II Pseudo code of the proposed algorithm (MinExt) 

IV.  SIMULATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To compare and assesses the efficiency of the proposed algorithm with existing algorithms in a heterogeneous 
environment as a grid, a simulation program in Java developed by [28] running on Intel(R) core(TM) i5-3470 
CPU @ 3. 20GHz, 3.20GHz has been implemented. Our experimental testing performed using expected 
time to compute (ETC) matrix of 512 tasks x 16 resources as proposed in [9]. Table 3 displays the different 
scenario applied. 

TABLE I.  Tasks and resources Heterogeneity 

Scenarios  Data set 

1 HiHi Heavy tasks along with high capacity resources  
512 x 16 

& 
1024 x 32 

2 HiLo Heavy tasks along with low capacity resources 

3 LoHi Light tasks along with high capacity resources 

4 LoLo Light tasks along with low capacity resources 

There exist numerous performance measures to assess the quality of a scheduling algorithm. In this paper, the 
metrics used includes: 

1.   Makespan 

It is the period taken by heuristic to finish a batch of jobs. It is a measure of efficiency and throughput of 
a grid computing system. Makespan is estimated by equation 1 & 2 as: 

Makespan = max {completion [j] | j in Resource}    Eq. 1 

Completion Time (CTij) = Execution Time (ETi) + Resource Ready Time (Rj)  

Eq. 2 

TABLE IIA illustrates the values of makespan produces by different heuristics for four scheduling 
instances assumed in this study using 512 x 16 combinations. From the result, we figure out that, MinExt 
algorithm substantially outperforms all the existing algorithms in scenario one, two and three (HiHi, HiLo & 
LoHi). Similarly, Max-Min outperforms Min-Min, MCT and MET in the same three scenarios as proposed 
algorithm. However, MCT outperforms MET in scenarios one and two (HiHi & HiLo) while MET performs 
worst in scenario one and two (HiHi & HiLo) and gives the best result in scenario three (LoLo). Meanwhile, 
we display a comparative sketched of makespan between Min-Min and MinExt algorithms in FIGURE IIA. 

Moreover, observations have shown from the values of makespan performances by different algorithms 
for 1024 x 32 combinations in TABLE V(a) that, MinExt gives better performance in all instances with 
significant differences in scenario one & two, slightly different in scenario three and a little different in the 
fourth instance.   However, FIGURE III (a) demonstrates a comparison analysis of makespan between MinExt 
and Min-Min algorithm. 
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2.   Resource Utilization 

Maximizing  resource  utilization rate is one of the  objective  functions of a grid  computing system. 
Resource utilization is achieved by minimizing the idle time of a resource. In Coa et al [29], resource 
utilizations ru of each resource can be calculated as in equation (3). In this paper, We collect average resource 
utilization of all algorithms which can be calculated using the equation (4) 

  ∀ ,
 

∗ 100 

Eq. 3 

Where Rrt and Rit are resource running time and resource idle time 

 
∑

 

{n = number of resources} 

Eq. 4 

TABLES II(b) and III(b) illustrate the values of Avgru for five heuristics. MinExt performed better than 
other algorithms in all instances achieving the best algorithm for resource utilization. Then followed by Min-
Min, Max-Min, MCT and MET. While, FIG. II(b) & III(b) gave the comparison of Min-Min and the Proposed 
Algorithm (MinExt) 

TABLE II.  Makespan performance of different algorithms using 512 x 16 

 MET MCT Min- Max- MinExt 

HiHi 151.413 124.954 125.401 133.652 117.464 
HiLo 207.188 179.933 173.687 162.572 153.781 

LoHi 59.985 67.99 70.807 84.946 58.809 

LoLo 56.991 94.707 92.61 90.341 75.293 

 

 
FIGURE IIA  Makespan Comparison 

TABLE II(B).  Resource Utilization of different algorithms using 512 x 16 

 MET MCT Min-Min Max-Min MinExt 

HiHi 89 88 90 85 98 
HiLo 81 79 83 91 97 

LoHi 60 80 79 65 95 

LoLo 47 74 76 80 97 

0

50

100

150

200

HiHi HiLo LoHi LoLo

Makespan

Min‐Min MinExt
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